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The differential cross section and the change of polarization of the electrons are calculated 
for the process of disintegration of polarized deuterons by polarized electrons, with the elec
tromagnetic form factors of the nucleons taken into account. An expression is also obtained 
for the polarization of recoil deuterons from the elastic scattering of polarized electrons by 
unpolarized deuterons. 

IN a previous paper1 the differential cross section 
and the change of polarization of the electrons were 
calculated for the elastic scattering of polarized 
electrons by polarized deuterons. In the present 
paper we consider the differential cross section 
and the change of the polarization of the electrons 
in the disintegration of polarized deuterons by po
larized electrons, and also obtain formulas for the 
polarization of the recoil deuterons from the elas
tic scattering of polarized electrons by unpolarized 
deuterons. The deuterons are assumed to be non
relativistic, and the admixture of D wave in the 
ground state of the deuteron is neglected. 

Treating the interaction of an electron with a 
deuteron as the interaction with the bound neutron 
and proton, as was done in reference 1, we have 
for the matrix element of the interaction: 

(1) 

Here q = Pt- p2 is the change of the four-momen
tum of the electron, Xf and Xi are the spin func
tions of the final and initial states of the deuteron, 

S =A+ 8 (a 1 + a 2)/2 + C (a1 - a 2);2, 

A= /1 (g4- igqj2M) -12gj2M, 8 = Ia [qxgj, 

c = 14 [qxg), g~'- = (u2r~.~-u1), {2) 

u2 and u1 are spinors for the electron, 

/1 = ~ rp:t (apeiqr/2 + ane-iqr/2) rp d dr' 

12 = 2 ~ rp:1 (apifqr/2 - ane-iqrf2) Vrpddr, 

I a= 2~ ~ rp:l [(ap + bp) eiqr/2 +(an+ bn) e-iqrf2] '?d dr, 

[4 = 2~ ~ rp:s [(ap + bp) eiqr/2- (an+ bn) e-iqr/2] cpddr, 

ap, an and bp, bn are the electric and magnetic 
form factors of the proton and neutron, 2 r is the rela
tive coordinate of the nucleons, u1 and u2 are the 
spin operators of the proton and neutron, CfJKt and 

cp KS are the coordinate functions of the triplet and 
singlet states of the two nucleons, CfJd is the co
ordinate function of the deuteron, and M is the 
mass of a nucleon. 

The initial state is described by a density ma
trix which is the direct product of the density mat
rices of the electron and deuteron: 

where 

'IJ<+>(p) = (ip-m)y4/2E is the projection operator 
that selects positive-energy states. The four
vector l:p. = ( ~. t4 ) characterizes the polarization 
of the electron. 

In the rest system l:p. = ( ~0 , 0); in an arbitrary 
reference system 

~ = ~7 + ~1e:fm, c4 = i p~(o>;m, 

where ~~ and ~~ are the transverse and longitu
dinal components of the vector 1;0; p is the mo
mentum, E the energy, and m the mass of the 
electron; 01 and /3im characterize the polariza
tion of the deuteron; /3im = /3mi; Sp /3im = /3ii = 0. 
In the present case the concept of polarization also 
includes what is ordinarily called alignment. 

THE DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTION FOR IN
ELASTIC SCATTERING 

The differential cross section for disintegra
tion of the deuteron which corresponds to the rela
tive momentum IC of the nucleons in the final state 
has the following form: 

~ = __!_ (i:__)2 Sp {·•/+> (p.) Sp0S+} dY. (3) 
dQ 4 4,. [1 + ~ sin2 (~/2)] si sin' (~/2) (2rc)" · 
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Here .J is the angle of scattering of the electron, 
and ~ = Et/M. 

For a prescribed scattering angle the energy 
spectrum of the electrons has a sharp peak. There
fore for the range of energies that makes the main 
contribution to the cross section, q does not change 

to any important extent. Regarding q as constant, 
one can easily carry out the integration over IC, 

using in an approximate way the completeness of the 
functions Cf>Ks and Cf>Kt' Performing also the 
summation over the spin variables of the nucleons 
and the electron, we have 

\ d't. + - I} m/1/ 3 q2 ( I} ) - -
j (<.rc)" Sp {"'J<+l (p2) Sp0S } = Jd2 cos2T - 6162 - [(01~) q2 - (a~q) (~q)] + 3 1 + sin2 2 (2 i Ial2 + 1141") 

im --2 --2-( r- 2 "( (f7;"12-l/412) { 2 I} ( + + ~6162 (I I al + 1141 ) a~q)[ '>4q - l 81- 82) (~q)] + --~ ~lm E1E2 COS 2 P1,P2m P21 Plm) 

-s2(s2+ 81 Sin 2 ·~ )p11p1m-81(s1+s2sin2 ~ )P21P2m}· 
Here 

ll1! 2 = ~ (::)"11 1 12 = a~+ a~+ 2apanf (2q)- (ap + an) 2f2 (q), I 1la = ~ (~;)" Re (I11;) = ~~ {ap (ap + bp) +an (an+ bn) 

+ [ap (an+ bn) +an (ap + bp)] f (2q)- (ap +an) (ap +an+ bp + bn) f2 (q)}, 

W = (2Mt2 {(ap + bp)2 +(an+ bn)2 + 2 (ap + bp) (an+ bn) f (2q) - (ap +an+ bp + bn)2f2 (q)}, 

The form factor of the deuteron is 
00 

f (q) = ~I q>d 12 etqr/2 dr = ~ u2 sin q~:£2) dr, 
0 

where Cf>d = u/ ( 47r )1/2 r. In particular, if l/Jd 
= (y/27r)112e-Yr/r, the form factor is 

f (q) = ~ tan-1 !L. 
q 4r 

From these expressions it can be seen that the 
difference TiJ2-TiJ2 involves only terms con
taining f2 ( q) and f ( 2q). These quantities are 
small for the changes of momentum that are of in
terest here, and therefore the contribution to the 
cross section from the "tensor" polarization is 
also small. 

The final expression for the differential cross 
section for disintegration accompanied by scatter
ing of the electron by the angle J can be conve
niently written with the following choice of coordi
nate axes: 

k = PdiP1 J, 

We get 

dcrjdQ = (dcrjdQ) 0 (I- NjN0), 

where 

1 = [kxn]. (5) 

(6) 

No= lid+~ (1 + 2tan2 })(2~+ 1141 2), 

The differential cross section for unpolarized 
particles is 

(4) 

(~) =..!.(~)2 N0cos2(1}/2) . (S) 
\dQ o 4 4rc [ 1 + 1; sin2 (1}/2)) si sin4 (1}/2) 

It has been assumed everywhere in the calcula
tions that 

81 ~ m, .& ~ mjs1• 

The formula (8) goes over into the expression 
obtained by Jankus3 for point nucleons if in the ex
pression for N0 we neglect f ( 2q) and in the 
term with q2 we also neglect f2 ( q). 

From the expressions that have been obtained 
it can be seen that the differential cross section 
does not depend on the transverse component of 
the polarization of the electrons. If the electrons 
are not polarized, only the last term remains in 
(7). In this case the cross section differs little 
from ( do/d!J >o· 

THE CHANGE OF POLARIZATION OF THE 
ELECTRONS IN INELASTIC SCATTERING 

The basic expression for the final polarization 
t 2 of the electrons from disintegration of polar
ized deuterons by electrons of polarization t1 is 
as follows: 

+ <W +I I 4[2) tan ~ (~~k) (81 + 82) [(a~k) (sl- 82 cos%)+ (a~l) s2 sin%] 

+(I / 3 j2 - TJ;i2) sin2 ~ ~im {k;km(l +tan2 ~) (8i + 2s1s2 + 8~Cos2%) + 4l;lms2(s 1 + s2sin2 ~) 

+ 4l;!?ms2 tan ~ (s1 - 82 cos%) } . (7) 
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~ _ i (~2/m) Sp {'n4Ts"li<+Jco2) SpoS+r,<+l(p2)}d-x. (g) 
2 - Sp {r,<+l (p2) Sp0S+} dx . 

To determine the polarization of those electrons 
that have been scattered through the angle J, in
dependent of the final state of the nucleons, we 
must carry out an integration over IC. This is 
done in just the same way as before. 

We present the result: 

~~ = k [Cu (~~k) + C12 (~~n) + Cr3 (~~I)+ Du (12:k) + Dra (12:l)] 

+ n [C22 (~~n) + C2a (~~I)]+ I [C31 (~~k) + C32 (~~n) 

(10) 

The coefficients appearing in the formula (1 O) have 
the following values: 

Cu = ;0°~ N {i1J2 + ~ (2/13/2 + /14/2) (1 + 2 tan2 ~) 

- 2B2tan 2 ~ (J1a/2 -/14/2) ~im [t;km sin% (8r- 82 cos%) 

+ 2kikm (8r- {-s2sin2% )+ 2lilmcos2{(8r + s2sin2 ~ )]}, 

C22= No!._N{/11 /2+ ~ (2Vai2 +17J2) 

- 2s2tan2 : (/13 /2 -/14/2) ~im[2kikm (sr + {-s2 sin2-&) 

+ 2l)m [B1 (1 + sin2 :)- {- s2 sin2-&] 

-likm sin% (s1- s2 cos%)]}, 

- 2e2 tan(it/2) (iTaf -I /41 2) ~im { r ( . 2 it) 
C2a- No-N 2nJm s1 I+ Sin 2 

- s2 cos2 ~ J- nikm sin% (sr + s2)}, 

D = _cosittan(it/2) {21- 1 . "...L (J-l 12 ...L 1~/2) 
11 N 0 _ N 1 aE2 stn "' 1 a 1 4 

X tan : (c:1 + s2) (s1- s2 cos%)}. 

2 cos ittan(it/2) - ( f2 -II 12) Dra= No-N Uda(81-82cos%)- I a/+ 4 

xsin2 ~ 82 (8r + 82)}; 

C13 = C22 sin%, Cr2 =- C2a sin&, Car=- Cu tan&, 

D3a =- D13 tan&, C3a = C22 cos%, Ca2 =- C2a cos&, 

Da1 =- D11 tan-&. 

From these expressions it can be seen that the 
"tensor" polarization of the deuteron gives a small 
contribution to the polarization of the scattered 
electron. It is more convenient to express the 
final polarization in the coordinate system con
nected with the scattered electron: 

~21 = (~2P2)// P2/, C~ = (~2n), CJ1t = (~2 IP2xnl)/J P2/; 

t 2z is the longitudinal component; d-t is the 
transverse component perpendicular to the plane 
of the reaction; t~'t is the transverse component 
in the plane of the reaction. For the incident 
electron 

In this notation the result can be written in the 
following way: 

cgl = [CuC~t + ( IZk) Du -1- (1ZI) Dral/cos %, 
cgt1 = C22C~1L + C2aCU, 
c~l 1 = c22cU -C2aC~f-. 

It can be seen that in the scattering the longi
tudinal and transverse components change inde
pendently of each other. If the deuteron is orig
inally unpolarized, we get 

~~~ = C~t. 
cg/1 = CV1 { 1 - 2q2 tan2 (-&/2) (2113 /2 + /14/ 2)/3N o}, 

C~t = C~t {I- 2q2 tan2(&/2) (2/13 /2 + /14/2)/3N0}. 

In this case the longitudinal component of the 
polarization of the electron does not change in the 
scattering, and both transverse components change 
in the same way. If the electron is originally un
polarized, we have 

Longitudinally polarized electrons are produced. 
Comparison of these expressions with experi

mental data can give additional information about 
the form factors of nucleons. 

POLARIZATION OF THE RECOIL DEUTERONS 
FROM ELASTIC SCATTERING 

The following expressions are obtained for the 
quantities 01 and /3im that characterize the po
larization of the recoil deuterons from elastic 
scattering of polarized electrons by unpolarized 
deuterons: 

4e2 sin2 (it/2) (ap +an+ bp + bn) rok { 
(1Zk) =- 3MRo (~r ) ap +an 

er(ap+an+bp+bn) (2 2~+·. 2~)} 
- 4M tan 2 i; Sin :0 , 

2e2 sin• (it/2)tan{it/2) (ap +an+ bp + bn) 0 { 

(1ZI) = 3MRo (~1k) (ap +an) 

t s1 (ar +an+ bp + bn) (2 e . 2 it'} 
X (2+·)+ ::M -<;Sin T,' ' 

P.'. k·k _q•(ap+an+bp+bn)• [. 2~ _ _!_(1+2tan2~l 
run ' m- 1::M2Ro sm 2 3 2 / 

- ~sin4 ;j, 

B·l1- q•(ap+an+bp+bn)"[_!_ftan2~-1) 
t zm ' m - ·J~M2Ro 0 \' 2 

·2it t'4itJ -s!n ~+•sin ~' 
q2 (a + a + b + b )2 it it 

P.. l·k -- p n p n tan -,-sin2 -:-(2 +~cos&), 
rzm ' m - 24M2Ro :!. :!. 

~imninm = - ~imkikm- ~imlJm· 

Here 
R - )2 q"(ap+an+bp+bnj2 (1 2 ) 
o- (ap +an - 6M• - cos2 (it!::) • 
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The other notations are the same as before. 
From these expressions it can be seen that the 

average value !-a of the spin of the recoil deuteron 
lies in the plane of the scattering. 0! is zero if the 
incident electrons are unpolarized, but the quanti
ties f3im are different from zero even in this 
case. 

Therefore experiments to determine the "tensor" 
polarization of the recoil deuterons are in a certain 
sense the simplest of the polarization experiments 
on the elastic scattering of electrons by deuterons. 
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